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Abstract
With respect to the fact that the prediction of Protein secondary structure based on amino acids is very important,
therefore, this study tries to present a new method based on the fuzzy combinational structure of a set of
feed-forward neural networks so that the prediction accuracy of Protein secondary structure can be improved
compared with the existing methods. Neural networks used in this paper are based on time windows; also,
different methods have been established and trained to infer the three states of α- helix, β- sheet and coils from
DSSP results, and finally, combining the results of the abovementioned networks in a fuzzy manner, the prediction
method of Protein secondary structure based on neural network has been improved. It should be noted that in this
paper, CB513 and RS126 data sets which are valid data sets in evaluating prediction methods of Protein
secondary structure known in research studies in this area have been used to train and evaluate the proposed
method.
Keywords: protein secondary structure, feed-forward neural network, amino acid, DSSP
1. Introduction
Protein secondary structure forms from a sequence of amino acid which is primary structure of the protein. It is
generally a three dimension structure. The initial methods for predicting the secondary structure was presented in
1974. In this year, Chou and Fasman (1974) proposed a statistical method for this purpose. Shortly thereafter, in
1978, the method GOR (Garnier Osguthorpeb Robson) was proposed (Garnier & Osguthorpe, 1978). A common
feature of these initial methods known as AB Initio was that they predicted the secondary structures of the amino
acids of a protein with respect to the same protein independently of its protein family. In other words, for each
sequence of the amino acids of a protein, a new structure is predicted. The predictions made in AB Initio methods
are conducted through maximizing or minimizing a function that is experimentally obtained. It should be
mentioned that the inaccuracy of this empirical function can be counted as one of the limitations of this method.
Regarding the fact that in this method, the statistical parameters obtained from determined structures are used, the
limited number of proteins with known structures at the time of presentation of these methods results in the
inaccurate values of parameters and is counted as another limitation to these methods. The accuracies obtained
from the application of these methods are around 50 to 60 percent. The next generations of prediction methods are
stable from the 80s to the early 90th. In classification methods of this generation, they have tried to use a larger
set of determined structures and also to engage more environmental information to obtain higher accuracy.
Among these methods are algorithms GOR2, GOR3 and GOR4. It should be noted that the predictions of the
secondary generation showed higher accuracy were compared with the predictions made of classification
methods in the first generation. The prediction methods of protein secondary structure proposed since the 1990s,
known as similarity-based methods are the third generation of prediction methods of protein secondary structure
(Adamczak et al., 2004; Dor & Zhou, 2007; Rost & Sander, 1999). In this method, using multiple correspondence
of amino acid sequences of a given protein with amino acids amino acid sequences of other proteins with
determined structures; we tried to predict the nearest structure as an optimal structure. The main idea of this
method is that proteins with more than 25% similar amino acids and sharing three-dimensional structures are
usually similar to each other. Mention should be made that, the reverse is not true, and most of similar structures
are only about 10% identical in amino acids. Regarding the idea used in the third generation in the prediction
methods of protein secondary structure, the prediction accuracy of these methods in turn will increase compared to
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that of the secondary genneration. In a rrecent study of this generatioon, in predictinng secondary sstructures of amino
acids in a pprotein, the fam
mily data to w
which this proteein belongs wee reused. In facct in such kinnds of methodss, the
common ffeature of a fam
mily of proteinns is used in preedicting seconndary structures. It should be mentioned tha
at the
protein fam
mily informatioon is used throough multiple ccorrespondencce and profile ttables. Althouggh in all prom
minent
methods, tthe focus is onn taking advanntage of other ffeatures and allso on improvving the traininng algorithm, in the
proposed m
method, it hass been tried too increase thee precision of predicting thee secondary sttructure of pro
otein,
combiningg several conveersion methodss simultaneoussly along with applying neurral network.
Protein seccondary structuure is one of thhe issues raisedd in the field oof bioinformatics and biologyy and the proce
ess of
its predictiion is based onn amino acids tthrough using ttechniques of aartificial intelliigence. In this study in the se
econd
part, we prrovide an explanation of prottein structures and their preddiction. In the tthird section, tthe neural netw
works
and the feeed-forward staatus are presentted. The fourthh section of thiis paper deals with the propoosed method of this
study and presents an appproach to preddict protein seccondary structuure based on ffeed-forward nneural networks and
combiningg their results in a fuzzy maanner, which iincreases the pprediction acccuracy comparred with prediction
methods of the secondaryy structure bassed on neural network. In the fifth section, thhe results of thhe application of
o the
proposed m
method are invvestigated. A gglance at the toopics of the fuuture researchees for enhancinng the efficiency of
this methood will be obseerved in the sixxth section.
2. Protein
n Structures
Proteins have different structures
s
whicch are named under the titlees of the primaary, secondary, etc. As follow
ws, a
brief descrription of each is provided. T
The first structuure of a proteinn refers to the llinearity or the sequence of amino
acids in thhe polypeptide chain. The seccondary structuure is related too the conformaation of hydrogen bonds betw
ween
certain Reesidues in polyypeptide chainns which lead to regular andd repetitive strructure patternns. These struc
ctures
include thee alpha helix, betab
folded sheets (regular seecondary strucctures) and coills (irregular secondary structtures).
Coils are cconformed, in turn, from othher sub-structurres including iirregular coils and circles. Thhe third structu
ure is
the final foormulation of polypeptide
p
chhain which is thhe very three-ddimensional allignment of am
mino acids in it. The
main factoor in the conforrmation of this structure is the hydrophobicc interactions bbetween non-poolar side chains and,
in certain proteins, the disulfide
d
bondss. The third sttructure explainns for all the ffeatures of thee three-dimensional
folding of a polypeptide.. Proteins that are composed of a single polypeptide chain (monomeric proteins), the third
structure iss the highest leevel of structurre. In proteins w
which consist of two or morre polypeptide chains or sub--units,
the subuniits are aligned together by nnon-covalently bonds whose spatial alignm
ment is called tthe fourth stru
ucture
(Lodish et al., 2007; Lehhninger & Nelsson, 2008; Nagghavi, 2009).
The structuure of proteinss is generally ddescribed in foour separate levels; these diffferent levels aare shown in Figure
1 (http://w
www.proteomesoftware.com)).

Figure 1. The proteinn structures from first to fourrth
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3. Neural Network
Since the nineteenth century, neurophysiologists simultaneously but separately tried to discover the training and
analyzing system of the brain. In a parallel manner, mathematicians tried to build a mathematical model that has
the ability to acquire and generally analyze the issues. The initial attempts at simulating were made through using
a logical model by McCullouch and Walter Pitts which are today the basic building blocks of most of artificial
neural networks. This model provides hypotheses about the function of neurons and the function of this model is
based on the total of inputs and output. If the total of the inputs is greater than the threshold value, the neurons are,
so to speak, stimulated. In addition to neurophysiologists, psychologists and engineers were influential in the
development of simulation of neural networks, and in 1958, the perceptron network was introduced by Rosenblatt.
In this network which had been presented in three-layer form, training ability had been provided.
One type of neural networks is the feed-forward network which has the same number of inputs and outputs and can
be used as an associative memory. Information storage and retrieval is done based on content, not on the basis of
the address; training methods are based on the Hebb and Delta rule (Gurney, 1997).
4. The Proposed Method
In the proposed method of this study, we tried to improve the accuracy in predicting protein secondary structure
through using the conformation of different neural networks based on inference techniques from DSSP and
converting them into an alpha helix structure, beta-sheets and coils. In the combination of these neural networks,
the fuzzy theory has been applied, and the results obtained for each network are produced as membership degree
for the determined class. As follows, the explanation associated with inference techniques and DSSP conversion
into the three-state structure as well as details of the method is presented.
4.1 Inference Methods from DSSP
Regarding the fact that the structure of the results registered in the conducted experiments for accessing DSSP is
different from the three-state structure of the protein secondary structure, therefore a method is needed to
pre-process the experimental data for converting DSSP to the standard structure. For implementing the process of
conversion, we can use the contents of Table 1.
Table 1. The methods for converting DSSP to the secondary structure
Alpha substitute

Beta substitute

coil substitute

o

H,G,I

E

The rest

o

H,G

E,B

The rest

o

H,G

E

The rest

o

H

E,B

The rest

o

H

E

The rest

Method n 1
Method n 2
Method n 3
Method n 4
Method n 5

Regarding the fact that the nature of the conducted experiments for accessing DSSP is different from the secondary
structure, we can select none of the above-mentioned methods as a superior one.
4.2 Data Set
The data sets used in this study are two sets CB513 (Cuff & Barton, 2000) and RS126 (Rost & Sander, 1999)
which include 513 and 126 proteins with similar amino acids, respectively. The files placed in these two sets
contain different information of proteins. Focusing on the DSSP information and amino acids chains, the proposed
method in this study is applied for the training process of the network and extracting the results.
4.3 The Algorithm of the Proposed Method
As mentioned previously, we cannot select a method as a superior one from among the methods converting DSSP
to the secondary structure. Regarding this fact, we have tried, in this method, to train the feed-forward neural
networks based on the above-mentioned five conversion methods. The application of this method was done in the
software environment of MATLAB. In this process, five neural networks were produced in form of feed-forward,
and the data set were pre-processed based on the methods of converting DSSP to the secondary structure. Out of
the converted data sets, 20% of them were separated for testing and the rest were used proportionately 80% for
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training annd 20% for nettwork validatinng. Furthermoore, mentioned should be maade that in the pre-processing
g, the
binarizatioon operation off the data sets w
was conductedd too, and the iinput and outpput of the netwoorks are in a binary
manner. A
After carrying out
o the traininng process, thee output of thee networks which is indicativve of the degree of
membershhip for each of the three secoondary structurres are totaled in a fuzzy mannner and throuugh maximizin
ng the
obtained suum, the predicction of the seccondary structuures will be doone.
Mention shhould be madee that the resultts registered inn the results secction have beenn obtained baseed on averagin
ng the
training sttates of the nettwork with diffferent parameeters for windoow size and allso the number of the mid-la
ayers
beside usinng the method 10-folds.
Regardingg the structure and architectuure of this methhod, as it was mentioned, thhe results obtaained in the me
ethod
was started using a set of neural netw
works that based on the speecific structure, each was ggone under training
process annd the final ressult was providded by the endd summary of tthe results of eeach network. F
Figures 2 and 3 are
the displayyers of the traiining structuree and the test oof the methodd, respectively that explanations related to each
have been presented in thhe following.

Figure 2. Thhe training struucture
As it is obsservable in Figgure 2 as the traaining structurre, the studied data includingg samples of the data set of 12
26RS
and cb5133 was placed under
u
Pre - proocessing operaations as inpuut and titled Daata and based on the determ
mined
window, ddata binary sett is created. A
After finishing Pre-processinng, based on thhe desired perccentages for Train,
T
Validationn and Test, datta is separatedd in separationn phase In thee next step andd applying 5 m
methods of prrotein
structure innference from amino acids, 5 data sets are provided in Coonversion phasse.The output of this phase th
hat is
in the form
m of binary daata sets will bee used as the nneural networkk input and wiith regard to thheir training. After
A
finishing nneural networkks training, in ssection Merge Result, the ressults of each oof the five netw
works are comb
bined
with each other and offer the output off this method. It should be nooted that although this methood has used Voting
method as integrator, it will
w be possiblee to improve thhe accuracy off Integration ussing another m
mechanism as neural
network thhat in this way, a set of data iis needed for a new integratoor.

Figure 3. The test struccture
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As it can be seen in the test phase, after preprocessing process on input data and converting it into a binary
structure and separating based on the determined time window by the user, the data are separated based on 5
mentioned methods and are given to neural networks. The result of the five networks is transferred into merging
elements and the end result of this method is presented.
5. Results
The results obtained from the application of the proposed method in the present study on the two data sets CB513
and RS126. After pre-processing operation, the process of separating the data into two sections of training and
testing with proportions of 80% and 20%, respectively and randomly with 10 times repetition was carried out so
that the functionality of the proposed method can be proved. The results obtained from using the neural network
are singly observable based on the methods of converting DSSP into the secondary structure for the data sets
CB513 and RS126 and with the window time of 17, respectively in Tables 2 and 3.
Table 2. The results of the neural network on the data set RS126
Prediction accuracy
(%)
Conversion method no 1

64

o

62.4

o

63.9

o

64.2

o

65.4

Conversion method n 2
Conversion method n 3
Conversion method n 4
Conversion method n 5
Table 3. The results of the neural network on the data set CB513

Prediction accuracy
(%)
Conversion method no 1

63.7

o

63.5

o

64

o

64.6

o

65.2

Conversion method n 2
Conversion method n 3
Conversion method n 4
Conversion method n 5

The results obtained from the application of the proposed method of this study on data sets CB513 and RS126 are
listed in Tables 4 and 5.
Table 4. The results of the proposed method on the data set RS126
Alpha accuracy

Beta accuracy

Coil accuracy

Efficiency improvement %

o

0.7689

0.7608

0.7963

13.4

o

0.7608

0.7616

0.7850

14.4

o

0.7689

0.7608

0.7963

13.5

o

0.7763

0.7594

0.7792

12.9

o

0.7841

0.7560

0.7924

12.3

Conversion method n 1
Conversion method n 2
Conversion method n 3
Conversion method n 4
Conversion method n 5
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Table 5. The results of the proposed method on the data set CB513
Alpha accuracy

Beta accuracy

Coil accuracy

Efficiency improvement %

o

0.7501

0.7942

0.7765

13.6

o

0.7460

0.7510

0.7676

11.9

o

0.7502

0.7542

0.7763

12

o

0.7552

0.7566

0.7736

11.5

o

0.7602

0.7604

0.7811

11.5

Conversion method n 1
Conversion method n 2
Conversion method n 3
Conversion method n 4
Conversion method n 5

5.1 Comparison with other Methods
The comparison between the results of the proposed method of the present study and the methods common in the
field for the data sets CB513 and RS126 is shown in Tables 6, and 7.
Table 6. The comparison of the results on the data set RS126
Alpha accuracy

Beta accuracy

Coil accuracy

The method presented by W.Qu

84.35

72.62

83.01

The method SSNet2 by S. Babaei

71.93

74.47

78.82

The method SSNet by S. Babaei

72.23

74.19

78.39

The proposed method of this study

74.41

75.60

79.24

Since in the study carried out by S. Babaei (Babaei et al., 2008) the proposed method is implemented only on the
data set RS126, the results corresponding to the implementation of the method on CB513 are not listed in Table 7.
Table 7. The comparison of the results on the data set CB513
Alpha accuracy

Beta accuracy

Coil accuracy

The method presented by W.Qu

83.52

70.31

82.16

The proposed method of this study

75.01

79.42

77.65

According to the table 6, the results of the implementation of the proposed method of the present study on the data
set RS126 are better than those obtained from S. Babaei’s method in each case of Alpha, Beta, and Coil.
As to the comparison between the proposed method of the present study and that presented by Qu et al. (2011), it
should be noted that in the latter, is not even and only in the alpha and beta does it increase and the recognition of
beta is done with a low accuracy, whereas the improvement of the accuracy in the method proposed in the present
study is even between three classes.
Mention should be made that this difference is observable in the listed figures in tables 6 and 7 proportionately
with the data sets CB513 and RS126.
Regarding the even improvement of the results obtained from the method proposed in the present study, more
improvement through combining it with the method presented by Qu and accessing more accuracy in predicting
the protein secondary structure will be possible.
6. Application
The main idea of the method proposed in the present study is based on using a fuzzy combination of training
neural networks according to data with different pre-processing and little attention is paid to optimize the
parameters involving each of the networks. Regarding this fact, the development and improvement of the results
through focus on optimization of the parameters of network training will be possible which should be taken into
account in the future researches. In the method proposed in the present study, the results are obtained in a stable
manner according to the size of time windows. Using changing time windows and specifying the appropriate
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parameters for determining the appropriate value of time window in each span can be considered as another idea
beside the application of the method of back-up vector machines in a fuzzy manner for developing the task.
7. Conclusion
In this study we presented a modern and combinatorial method for predicting the protein secondary structure based
on the sequence of amino acids which improved the efficiency of the prediction. The focus of this study is a
combination of methods and introducing the concept of fuzzy while paying little attention to the optimization of
the network parameters. Thus, through the development in optimizing the neural networks, we will be able to
better improve the efficiency of prediction that will be the canon of focus in the future studies.
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